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SECURES FUEL AND CREDIT CARD READERS

DEFENDER ONE
PATENTED PROTECTION
Underwriters Laboratory Approved Kits
California Air Resource Board Accepted
No Monthly Fees

Addresses these
Concerns:
- Credit Card Skimming
- Dispenser Vandalism
- Stolen Fuel
- Brand / Station Image
- Fuel Reconciliation
- Customer Safety

Defender One
Advantages:
- Proven reliability and
effectiveness
- Smart in dispenser
controller
- Underwriters Laboratory
Class1Hazardous Safety
Rating Approved
- Unlike the competition
accidentally setting off the
alarm will not electrically
glitch your fuel or credit
card equipment
- Robust installation with
all locking connections

UNDERWRITER
LABORATORIES INC.
LISTED DISPENSER RETROFIT
ALARM KIT WHEN INSTALLED
AND USED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH UL REPORT
REFERENCE# MH47853
DATE 2011-03-15
4DS9

Completely
Manufactured in
the U.S.A.

ISO 9001
Manufacturing

Missing fuel and credit card skimming are increasingly
difficult challenges for operators in the retail fuel industry.
The Defender One will help overcome the theft,
vulnerabilities, and compliance challenges facing fueling
stations today.
The Defender One is an electronic
security system that monitors dispenser
panels and doors to prevent entry.
Patented technology stops fuel flow at
a breached dispenser.
Works with all POS systems.
Plug and play installation for most dispenser models.
Protection at the point of intrusion.
Internal battery maintains operation in the event of a power
failure.

DEFENDER ONE
The Leader in Fuel Systems Security
If an intrusion is detected, a siren will sound and fuel flow will be stopped on
both sides of that dispenser!
The 110db siren will turn off after a minute, but the dispenser remains disabled.
The Defender One will continue with an softer alert until a trusted person has
examined the dispenser and reset the alarm using a secure electronic key.

An exclusive PATENTED method of disabling the dispenser.
When an intrusion is detected, both sides of the dispenser are disabled by the
Defender One with no interruption of the dispenser power.
Fuel cannot be dispensed on either side of the dispenser. Unlike competitors
no downtime or lost transactions when doors are accidentally opened!

X

Unique design of our sensors and anchors.
The sensors have been specifically designed for use in a fuel dispenser and the metal
anchors allow for fine tuning. They lock into place when panels are put on and doors
closed.

Security at the point of intrusion.
Inside the dispenser the Defender One has one duty, to protect that pump.
It does not rely on a process working somewhere else to shut down the pump.
It eliminates human intervention better then any product on the market. It has been
designed from the ground up to be the best fuel dispenser security on the market.

UNDERWRITER
LABORATORIES INC.
LISTED DISPENSER RETROFIT
ALARM KIT WHEN INSTALLED
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Each secure electronic key is unique, there are no two alike in the world.
A secure electronic key is the primary device used for disarming the Defender One. If
security is breached by a lost key, the existing system can be re-programmed to accept a
new secure electronic key. The key can also be used to perform a system test.

Monitoring Capabilities.
The Defender One has the ability to be connected to local or remote
monitoring via a proprietary technology wireless signal. Text messaging,
phone alerts and more are possible when an intrusion is detected.
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